EXPERIENCE THE CONNECTED WORKPLACE:

MORE SECURE AND
CONVENIENT WAYS
TO PROVE YOU’RE YOU
Employees and visitors are required to
verify their identities countless times
throughout the day in order to access
services and spaces—with varying
degrees of frustration as multiple
passwords, apps, smart cards and
fobs are juggled.
But identity authentication can be
frictionless and secure when formerly
disparate systems are intelligently
connected. This infographic shows a
few of the innovative ways
organizations are doing just that:

1. PARKING GARAGE
ACCESS
With a touch of their
smart card or even their
mobile credential,
trusted identities are
granted entrance to
parking garages

2. ATMs

3. BUILIDNG ACCESS

Biometric ATM
transactions allow easy
access to accounts with
nothing to carry or remember.

Quickly allow authorized
identities into a facility
while keeping others safely
beyond the perimeter.

4. WORKSTATION
SIGN-ON
Smart cards, mobile
credentials and
biometrics can all be
used for simple and
secure sign-on at
any workstation.
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5. EV CHARGING

6. SECURE PRINT

7. ELEVATOR ACCESS

The same credential that
granted garage entry
can also enable the use
of electronic vehicle
charging stations.

With secure print, print
jobs are not released
until the authorized
individual uses their
credential at the printer
of their choice.

Readers can limit access
to trusted identities within
a building, improving flow
and security at internal
doors, turnstiles
and elevators.

8. CASHLESS
CAFETERIAS
Employees can leave
their wallets at home
and pay for cafeteria and
vending purchases with
their trusted identity.

Our world and our workplaces have never been more connected. The list of ways our
HID Global Extended Access Technologies can be put to use is growing all the time,
spanning use cases like cafeteria and vending machine payments, border control,
airline check-ins and even voter and government benefit programs.
For an in-depth look at the many ways organizations are harnessing the power of the
Connected Workplace, read our executive brief, Experiencing the Connected
Workplace: Seamless, Secure and Predictive.

READ EXECUTIVE BRIEF
Or visit us at hidglobal.com/extended-access-technologies
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